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Release Notes

CSO Function added

Ver. 4.0.0 2014年5月版

Enhancements

Cloud Shared Office / WebReport

Ver. 4.2.0 Apl.25,2015

COUNTIF(<<PARAM>>,[expression]・・・)
I will count the number of << PARAM >> data that meets the conditions.
Conditional expression is up to 10, AND and OR conditions can also be specified

SUMIF(<<PARAM>>,[expression]・・・)
I will count the aggregation of << PARAM >> that match the conditions.
Conditional expression is up to 10, AND and OR conditions can also be specified

Excel overlay, I was officially support the sheet non-display setting

Sheet of non-display setting on Excel does not appear.

Hidden sheet is explicitly displayed in the form definition

You want to use a graph, but the data is available, for 
example, if you do not want to display.
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Cloud Shared Office / WebReport

BugFix

Release Notes

Ver. 4.2.0 Apl.25,2015

・Error occurs in the Math functions such as Math.floor () of CSO function.

・ If you use the sub-report to a fixed document to Excel output sub report is shifted.

・ When Excel outputs utilizing overlay multiple shapes are arranged, broken Excel file is generated
There are times when

・ The height of the detail records is set to 0, not returned is a response generating form using 
parameters filldetail

・ There are times when that does not come out a list of store space in the ECM storage process of the 
BOX

・ It is not possible to generate a form in Excel generation process single BOX

・ Excel sheet on the sub-report only uses the overlay that does not exist was broken to Excel output 
Excel file is generated

・ It is not converted to be used $ SYSDATE variable in the user field

・ Is slow display of screen when trail management trail has accumulated


